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MOT Advice 
What is an MOT
How to Replace a Lost MOT Certificate
7 Things to Know About an MOT Retest
MOT Failure: Everything You Need to Know

BOOK MY MOT
MOT DUE CHECKER
BOOK A PRE-MOT



Top Locations 
Aberdeen
Edinburgh
Milton Keynes
Birmingham
Exeter
Norwich
Bournemouth
Glasgow
Plymouth
Bristol
Leeds
Reading
Cardiff
Liverpool
Sheffield
Coventry
London
Southampton
Derby
Manchester
Warrington
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Service Advice 
What Does a Full Service Include? (And Why You Need to Book One Right Now)
SecretService - Save Money On Your Main Dealer MOT or Service With Our Exclusive Deals!

BOOK CAR SERVICE
SECRET SERVICE™



Top Locations 
Birmingham
Bristol
Coventry
Glasgow
Leeds
Liverpool
London
Manchester
Plymouth
Sheffield
Southampton
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Compare InstantCar ServiceDeals.
Join the 14,360,375 drivers who have compared local prices to book, so you can get on with the things that make you smile.
4.7/5 on Trustpilot*


Let’s go!
Vehicle Registration

Don't know your vehicle registration?MOT, Full Service


Postcode

Compare Prices Instantly
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14,360,375 happy drivers can’t be wrong.
“I’m always on the go, so booking my MOT on my phone was really useful.
I compared garages, picked the best one for me and even saved money, all whilst waiting for my morning coffee!”
4.7/5 based on over 5537 Trustpilot reviews*

* Based on Trustpilot: our average rating 4.7/5 from 5537 reviews.
See our reviews





Garages we trust and you love
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Like for like service comparison
Thousands of UK garages have provided pricing against the same set of service schedules specific to your vehicle’s needs. Therefore, you can compare ‘apples for apples’ and make the right decision quickly.

[image: Find the best price instantly]
Find the best price instantly
No up-front registration or lengthy forms here, we simply need your post code and car reg to find you the best price instantly. Less time scrolling - more time living!

[image: No upfront payment]
No upfront payment
We want to ensure that you’re happy with your whole experience, which is why the only time you’ll pay is when the job is done - directly to the garage itself, at the price you booked. Please note that some listed mobile technicians will require your card details before the appointment date.
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Book around the clock
Life is busy, so don’t let booking your car in slow you down. Make an appointment day or night - even when the garage is closed.

[image: Transparent ratings and reviews]
Transparent ratings and reviews
We put you in the driving seat, making garage ratings and reviews visible to every driver looking for an instant price. It’s our way of ensuring you receive the best service possible.
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14,360,375 happy drivers
With 14,360,375 people comparing prices to book their service, MOTs and repairs through us, it’s a safe bet that your car is in the best hands possible.






A little bit about us
The idea of Book My Garage was born in 2013 when we identified the need for super speedy online garage bookings for those who were price savvy and time-poor. Our team are passionate about bringing the best possible service to our customers, both through the website and in the services booked for their cars.
Meet the teamBlog
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Find a specialist

Tesla MOT
Tesla Service


Find local garages you can trust

MOT in Bristol
MOT in Cardiff
MOT in Coventry
MOT in Edinburgh
MOT in Glasgow
MOT in Leeds
MOT in Liverpool
MOT in London
MOT in Reading
MOT in Sheffield
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